
R315.01
Building Area: (sf)
7,093

Cost per Square Foot: 
$225/sf

Construction Cost
$1,600,000

Date of Completion:
July 2021

Program Summary:
Custom architecture for a private residence.

Program Statement:
The private residence comes in to view from across a lake allowing 
visitors a peak into what’s to come. The site has lake frontage on two 
sides protected by a bulkhead. The exterior blends modern forms 
with West Indies inspiration. Permeable pavers welcome visitors in 
the auto-court. The 10 foot tall front doors leads into an open living 
area with immediate views of the lake through large windows in the 
double height space. The interior finishes are modern and minimal, 
reflective of the owner’s clean and crisp style. A single backbone 
wood and steel staircase is celebrated in a light-filled chamber. A 
common entertaining space connects the upstairs living areas. 
Separate living quarters take shape above the garage creating 
privacy for multi-generational living. The primary suite connects to 
the outdoor patio and serves as a blank canvas for the family’s 
artwork. The primary bathroom is a tranquil spa with beautiful 
surfaces and hidden gadgets. 
The outdoor living room is a family favorite. A cooled space for 
entertaining, dining, and cooking which opens to the main house 
allowing a connection to the outdoors. The lake views can be 
enjoyed with spectacular views from multiple sets of panoramic 
accordion doors.



R315.02
Exterior design features modern 
forms with West Indies inspiration



R315.03
View from across the lake



R315.04
Living Room looking to Kitchen and 
Outdoor Room. Boasting 23’-0” 
ceilings.



R315.05
Kitchen looking to Living Room. 
Portal to Outdoor Room



R315.06
Kitchen looking toward Outdoor 
Room. Features a pass through 
window to the outdoor cooking 
space



R315.07
Wood and steel staircase. Single 
backbone design. 



R315.08
Upstairs common area with a 
balcony.



R315.09
Separate living quarters for multi-
generational living.



R315.10
Primary bathroom.



R315.11
Outdoor Room dining and island.



R315.12
Outdoor Room with panoramic 
doors.



R315.13
Floor plans
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